
 Topic:

 people believe that there should be fixed punishments for each type of crime. Others, however, argue 
that the circumstances of an individual crime, and the motivation for committing it, should always be 
taken into account when deciding on the punishment. Discuss both these views and give your own 
opinion

It is quite obvious that the rate of crimes is increasing day by day in all societies in the world.According 
to statistics, people committinged illegal activities have deserved punishment, so with respect to 
differences of crimes, the level of crimes can be recognized the level of crimes . judging little minor 
crimes and decide deciding to determining punishment is substantially more comfortable that thanof 
significant crimes. circumstances of an individual crimes is a remarkable issue as is motivation, however 
it will depends on the type of judgment to consider circumstances and motivation of people.

Firstly, people firmly hold the believe belief that fixed punishment must be in terms of regulation and 
rules. People who are being punished will have better life than they do not now. Although since  people 
is are faced with their nemesis,they no longer repeat it. Therefore, the rate of delinquencies is reduced 
substantially and we will have more healthy society. 

The other significant point is, circumstances and motivation are two important factors for community 
crimes. From their the advocates’ point  of view the main cause of crimes is poverty. Attention to 
circumstances of individuals and reducinge their delinquencies makescreate the opportunity for them to 
haveing healthy lives, so this is sort of forgiveness in judgment . On the other hand, motivatione for 
crimes refers to their miserable condition that is imposed to on the poor stratum strata of society 

In conclusion, going to jail and paying a fine are significant deterrent factors and everyone must be 
punished due toso that others will be less bold in committing  awareness of their illegal acts/they will 
think twice before committing an offence.

       


